
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-20: R-Controlled Vowels

Spelling Words Review

porcupine

afford

morning

argue

apartment 

urgent

splurge

circular

search

sharpen

purse

creature

picture

according

tomorrow

pardon

modern

nature

service

surround

unequal

rearrange

incorrect

Challenge

permanent

emergency 

Draw a line between each of the syllables in the following words. 

1.  p o r c u p i n e

2.  n a t u r e  

3.  s e r v i c e     

4.  c r e a t u r e   

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a living space where the resident pays rent to live there           _________________________

6.  to excuse or forgive an offense           _________________________

7.  to look for something           _________________________

8. to spend a lot of money           _________________________
            

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    gtunre         ___________________    hint: needing immediate attention

10.  ruosdrun     ___________________    hint: to come around on all sides  

11.  foadrf     ___________________    hint: to have enough money to pay for something 

12.  itucepr        ___________________    hint: image; painting or drawing 
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-20: R-Controlled Vowels

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

circular    morning sharpen tomorrow

according    modern purse      argue

13. Dad cooks eggs and bacon for breakfast every Saturday  ________________________.   

14.      If everything goes  ________________________  to our plans, we will be back home at 4 p.m.  

15.  Reese got up from her desk to  _______________________  her pencil. 

16. Nicole wasn't able to finish her project today, so she will finish it  ________________________.

17. A  woman's leather  ________________________  was found in the park yesterday afternoon. 

18. Adeeb prefers  ________________________  furniture rather than traditional furniture.

19. How are you able to sketch such a perfectly  ________________________  shape?

20. I don't want to  ________________________  with you, so let's talk about it when we are both 

calm and reasonable. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word contains a prefix that means “again”?       ___________________________

22. Name the review word that is a synonym for “wrong.”       ___________________________

23. Which review word is a synonym for “unmatched.”                     ___________________________

24. How many syllables are in the word, permanent?                  ___________________________
           

25. How many syllables are in the word, emergency?            ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-20: R-Controlled Vowels

Spelling Words Review

porcupine

afford

morning

argue

apartment 

urgent

splurge

circular

search

sharpen

purse

creature

picture

according

tomorrow

pardon

modern

nature

service

surround

unequal

rearrange

incorrect

Challenge

Permanent 

emergency

Draw a line between each of the syllables in the following words.

1.  p o r c u p i n e  

2.  n a t u r e  

3.  s e r v i c e     

4.  c r e a t u r e   

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a living space where the resident pays rent to live there           apartment

6.  to excuse or forgive an offense           pardon

7.  to look for something           search

8. to spend a lot of money           splurge 
                      

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    gtunre         urgent           hint: needing immediate attention

10.  ruosdrun     surround        hint: to come around on all sides  

11.  foadrf     afford           hint: to have enough money to pay for something 

12.  itucepr        picture        hint: image; painting or drawing 
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-20: R-Controlled Vowels

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

circular    morning sharpen tomorrow

according    modern purse      argue

13. Dad cooks eggs and bacon for breakfast every Saturday morning.   

14.      If everything goes according to our plans, we will be back home at 4 p.m.  

15.  Reese got up from her desk to sharpen her pencil. 

16. Nicole wasn't able to finish her project today, so she will finish it tomorrow.

17. A  woman's leather purse was found in the park yesterday afternoon. 

18. Adeeb prefers modern furniture rather than traditional furniture.

19. How are you able to sketch such a perfectly circular shape?

20. I don't want to argue with you, so let's talk about it when we are both calm and 

reasonable. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word contains a prefix that means “again”?       rearrange

22. Name the review word that is a synonym for “wrong.”       incorrect

23. Which review word is a synonym for “unmatched.”                     unequal

24. How many syllables are in the word, permanent?             three syllables
           

25. How many syllables are in the word, emergency?        four syllables
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